Changing practice, changing fashion, and now a changing image affect what nurses wear.

Dressing for comfort and practicality has always been a priority but the "marketing message" or image conveyed through fashion is equally important. An observer often gets his first impression of a person's character, position, and status from that person's appearance.

The dissatisfaction of many nurses with available uniform options was echoed by television actress Christopher Norris (Nurse Gloria Brancusi of "Trapper John, M.D.") who recently joined with the Crest Uniform Company to introduce a new line of designer nurse clothing under the slogan: "The look says fashion, the image says professional." The campaign highlights a problem that has emerged over the past few years—how nurses should dress for effectiveness on the job.

THE MEANING OF CLOTHING

Clothing is a form of nonverbal communication that stimulates judgmental or behavioral responses in others (1-3). Our clothing makes it possible for a stranger to categorize us—at least tentatively—and set the stage for fur-
HOW UNIFORMS HAVE CHANGED

The adoption by the then-new nursing profession of a definite uniform in the mid-1870s was not surprising, given that trained nurses came out of institutional structures with strong military and religious origins that valued uniforms. The early Victorian image of the "untrained" nurse as promiscuous, slovenly and dishonest (Dickens's Sairey Gamp and Betsy Prig in Martin Chuzzlewit) was soon replaced by the image of the clean, neatly uniformed Nightingale nurse.

This change in image was crucial to the public's acceptance of the hospital as an appropriate caregiving institution. Middle-class people were more inclined to use the hospital if they thought they would be nursed by a paragon of virtue, not by some lonely kitchen maid thrown out of domestic service for dishonesty. A change in the "packaging" of the nurse was instrumental in this image change.

The outward appearance of nurses through the last century frequently reflected inner attitudes about their role in health care. The following section briefly describes the seven prominent styles of nurses' clothing from the beginning of professional nursing in the United States to the present.

The Edwardian-romantic nurse (1873-1909) generally wore a shirt-waist and skirt of white material, adjustable white cuffs, a stiff white collar, white cap, and sometimes a cape of blue or red. To achieve the desired "hourglass" silhouette, a tightly laced, boned corset was essential.

The cap and nursing badge, or "pin" as it later came to be known, rounded out the proper attire for the well-dressed nurse. The nurse's cap was designed to cover the long hair fashionably during the late nineteenth century. In the 1880s, most caps were made of lace-trimmed organza; they were large, almost circular, and intended to be worn directly on the top of the head. The 1880s' caps tended to be smaller, more elongated, and worn further back on the nurse's head.

The first US Nightingale School of Nursing, at New York's Bellevue Hospital, created the first school badge for the class of 1880. A crane in the center of the badge signified the nurse's vigilance, an inner circular field of blue, constancy, and an outer circle of poppy capsules symbolized mercy and the relief of suffering. The pin was a source of considerable pride for the wearer.

Uniforms enforced social distinctions both in the hospital and in the home. A proper uniform ensured that a trained nurse would not be mistaken for a domestic. The early nurses' uniforms, however, were neither practical nor hygienic; the emphasis—creating an image of the "lady nurse"—precluded efficiency. While the Edwardian style fostered an impressively romantic portrait of a woman in white, a nurse taking care of a patient with an infection could not be on duty more than half an hour without getting her sleeves contaminated. Yet, a nurse's role as the "aunt" whose role was strictly that of a scrubwoman. In 1898, Trained Nurse went so far as to suggest that it might be wise for nurses to "give up high-heeled shoes and tight corsets".

Despite its practical limitations, however, the prototypical nurse's uniform did convey considerable authority and was greatly admired by the public. In 1905, Oldfield wrote: "The adoption of a pretty and distinctive uniform, worn in public, was the real starting point of the modern professional nurse..."

The 'new woman' nurse (1910-1919) wore a softer, more functional uniform. By 1910 women had begun challenging male supremacy on several fronts; suffrage was a major movement and women were working for a living and earning a measure of economic independence. A growing number of these employed women were nurses.

As the straitlaced Victorian morality of the first decade of the century gradually gave way to a more relaxed approach to life, so did nurses' uniforms. The boned corset was abandoned about 1912; the silhouette became straighter, softer, and more relaxed.

Taking its cue from women's fashion, the nurse's uniform became shorter and narrower. Hemlines were above the ankle for the first time and rose to six to eight inches from the floor in 1918. Waistlines were belted, often a little higher than the natural waistline. Bodices were usually full rather than closely fitted. The navy blue nurse's cape, often lined in red, was common.
Frills and laces disappeared in a deliberate move away from overly feminine clothing. Most nurses now bought their uniforms from uniform shops or directly from several manufacturers who advertised extensively in the *Trained Nurse* and the *American Journal of Nursing* and sent out catalogs to private-duty nurses.

The **Jazz Age nurse (1920-1929)** wore a straight, simple uniform with a lowered neckline, a dropped waistline at the hip, and a hemline a few inches below the knee. Although the style remained essentially the same during this decade, hemlines rose and fell from year to year, with the shortest skirts from late 1925 through 1927.

Nurses’ caps shrank and began to serve solely as decoration and for school identification. Nurses who bobbed their hair, wore short skirts, and used traces of cosmetics occasioned vehement protest in several hospitals.

The **conservative nurse (1930-1945)**, in reaction to the nearly knee-high styles of the twenties, wore hemlines down almost to the ankles and then at about 10 or 12 inches above ground during the first years of the 1930s. Gradually, the hems rose until, in the early 1940s, they stood at 15 to 17 inches off the floor. Shoulders were natural and sloping in the Depression Years but, from about 1940 to 1945, sleeves became fuller at the shoulder, puffed or tailored to emphasize the shoulders. There was a trend toward short sleeves. An article in the *Trained Nurse and Hospital Review* of March 1941 boasted:

“The streamlined, tailored nurse’s uniform of today is the smartest garb devised for nurse wear since professional nursing was established in this country. It is a combination of style, comfort, convenience and consideration of hygienic principles…. No longer are nurses apprehensive that the wearing of the uniform, especially outside of hospital walls on professional duty, will result in a lessening of professional dignity.”

The ‘new look’ nurse (1946-1959) wore a uniform that, like fashion in general, represented a subconscious desire to return to the safety of the Victorian era, when women were sheltered, life was simple, and sex roles were clear-cut. Skirts went down almost to the ankles. Bodices were well fitted and usually belted. The proper foundation garments to create an indented waistline were crucial.

The cap was always worn. In 1955, *Nursing Outlook* editorialized:

“Although it no longer serves any practical purpose, the cap does help to distinguish the nursing personnel from other hospital workers. And it isn’t very likely that nurses would look favorably on any suggestion to discontinue the use of the cap.”

The editorial went on to comment on the changing perception of the intent and importance of the nurse’s attire:

“Our requisites for a uniform are those of any other clothing we wear—good looks, suitability, simplicity, comfort, and economy. We…agree that the nurse should wear a uniform which please her, her patients, and the public. It should never be regarded as a cloak of authority, a determinant of status; nor should it be a barrier to the relationships between the nurse and the people she cares for or works with.”

The **mini-mod nurses (1960-1969)**...
wore colorful, varied, and individualized uniforms that echoed modern fashions. Hemlines crept steadily upward until they reached an all-time high about 1967. In 1969 there was a countertrend toward longer skirts: the midiskirt or calf-length hem. Pantsuits became popular; by the end of the 1960s they were acceptable for business and professional wear. They were particularly welcomed by nurses since they were easy to move in.

The "do-your-own thing" nurse

(1974-present). By the mid-1970s, the traditional nurse's uniform had become increasingly ineffective as professional clothing. Its acceptance by the public and the prestige once associated with it had declined steadily, paralleling the decline in prestige of both military and religious uniforms as well as the growing emphasis on "power" dressing in other professional groups.

The nursing uniform had also lost its historic function of identification since many nonprofessional workers were dressing in similar styles; the public could no longer rely on such attire to identify the professional nurse. The greater numbers of men becoming nurses made emphasis on the traditional uniform and cap inappropriate.

Furthermore, as nurses assumed wider and more diverse clinical roles and management positions in health care, the traditional uniform was no longer a reliable indicator of role expectations. It is much easier to define "proper" attire for a group whose role definitions are unambiguous, as was once the case for nursing. Today the traditional nursing uniform "does not promote an image of an autonomous person." Hughes and Proulx note that nurses are abysmally naked in their display of authority apparel.

The customs that have yielded the traditional image of the nurse are not easily changed, but a change in nurses' clothing could help foster recognition of new nursing roles in health care. The decline of the traditional uniform in itself is really not a problem; in fact, it creates an opportunity to shed some of the long-standing stereotypes about nursing that are associated with dress. But in the process, many nurses seem to have lost sight of the fact that their appearance is still a critical element in professional effectiveness.

The garments and style of dress available cover a wide spectrum. We have identified five distinct types of nurses' uniforms prevalent today.

Traditional dress. These nurses wear the full dress uniform with cap, white stockings and laced shoes, school pin, and name tag with their full name, RN, and position title. They avoid jewelry, makeup, fingernail polish, and long hair. Men wear white pants, shirt that hangs over the belt, white shoes and socks, but no cap. In general, these
nurses convey the message that they are clean, well controlled, efficient, moral, and competent, but not particularly powerful, imaginative, important, or authoritative.

**Cute little girl.** These nurses wear dresses, and blouses with puffed sleeves, bibs that cross in the back, jumpers, frilly ruffled blouses, and shoes with colorful patterns on the shoelaces and trim to match, or "Mary Jane" shoes with a strap across the top. The cap is more often absent than present and hose color is usually neutral. Name tags typically contain just the first name, often followed by RN or preceded with "Hi, I'm—." These nurses tend to wear little-girl hairstyles, use a moderate amount of makeup, and small items of jewelry. They are clean and neat. They seem to be saying that they are nice, conscientious "helpers" with limited competence and little, if any, authority.

*I don't care* nurses wear a wide variety of clothing from odds and ends of uniforms to jeans and sneakers. They do not wear caps or makeup. Their hair is long and stringy, or short and uncombed. Name tags are a hit-or-miss proposition. Intending to be seen as "down home," these nurses also—*without meaning to*—can seem indifferent and unconcerned.

**Sexy dress.** Nurses who wear revealing, tight clothing, large jewelry, and heavy makeup convey a sexually provocative message—that their primary interests are themselves and potential sex partners rather than their work.

**Career dress.** There are many variations of this type of dress but classic designs prevail. These nurses wear simple clothing characterized by neatness and quality. They may wear white suit jackets or lab coats over white tailored skirts and blouses, or pants and shirts, all of washable but good-quality material, and low-heeled shoes. Men wear ties when appropriate. Name tags contain full names or first initials and last names, with degree, title and position. Women wear moderate makeup and small pieces of jewelry. Hairstyles are simple and neat. The message conveyed by these nurses is that they are competent, autonomous, rational, influential, committed and authoritative.

Nurses in the coming years need to persuade the public (as well as other nurses) that how things are is not how they ought to be and that the place traditionally provided for nurses is much less than nurses deserve. The past 10 years have seen a substantial change in the balance of supply and demand in health care, compelling nurses (and all health care providers) to market themselves and their services competitively—which means promoting an "image" that is true to the nature of nursing yet flexible enough to adapt to ever-changing market forces.

Endorsement of the traditional full uniform as a cluster of symbols to represent nursing to the public is no longer viable. (The only symbol that has held to some degree since the 1890s is the school pin.) At the same time, the fusion that reigns within the vacuum surrounding nurse clothing of the mid-1980s is a marketing nightmare. It is virtually impossible to differentiate RNs in the crowd of hospital workers. For better or worse, clothing communicates. Now, as before, it is important that nurses dress for success.
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